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LOGLINE

When his family tries to kill him, Sidney, who is intersex, flees to Nairobi where he meets a group of
transgender friends. Together, they fight discrimination and discover life, love and self-worth.

SYNOPSIS
Sidney grew up in rural western Kenya. He didn’t like wearing skirts or doing chores that girls are
traditionally supposed to do, preferring herding cattle and playing football. Sidney was born intersex,
but Sidney only knew he was different. Growing up, he found these differences increasingly made
him stand out in the community, a source of concern to family members that manifested itself into
chastisement, castigation, and hate.
His family said he was possessed by demons, demons that made him want to become a man. When
Sidney fled from his family’s prejudice, he was forced from slum to slum, stripped in public and beaten.
His life changed when he eventually met a group of transgender friends. For the first time in his life,
Sidney was no longer alone…
Feature documentary SIDNEY & FRIENDS is a heartfelt exploration of the hopes, dreams, and everyday
reality of a group of intersex and transgender friends fighting to survive on the edge of Kenyan society.
Join Sidney and his new friends as they share what it is like to grow up and live as a gender minority, in
a region known for prejudice and discrimination against its LGBTI population. Filmed over 4 years, our
friends reveal the secrets of their struggles with poignancy and sometimes also humour. The premise is
simple: it’s about gender, friendship… and love.

DIRECTOR TRISTAN AITCHISON’S STATEMENT
In 2013, I travelled to Kenya to visit my sister. But a meeting with Guillit, a transboi and activist, would
change the course of the next 4 years of my life.
Guillit just wanted to be heard. He told me other members of the transgender and intersex community,
living on the edge of society, wanted to speak out too.
I was welcomed into the small community where other filmmakers and journalists had been refused
access. Over a two-month period, I got to know six members of this community. Despite the risks
involved, all were determined to tell their stories.
Some interviews were incredibly difficult. Our contributors have suffered traumatic life events and
there were several times I had chills at what I was being told. Sidney recalls one occasion he was
beaten by a group with clubs and sticks while his mother just stood and watched. He also told me
about an incident where he was beaten, stripped, and left for dead in the street by a gang. A kind
doctor paid for a motorcycle taxi to take him home. When the driver dropped him off, Sidney’s
father turned to the driver and said, “If she is not dead, take her away, because I have already started
digging her grave.”
This film is guerrilla and zero-budget. We have been able to complete the film through incredible
hard work from our post-production team whom have contributed their talents and time. I have been
generously supported by ScreenHI and XpoNorth, who promote the screen and broadcast industry
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.
The creative vision was to produce a feature that curates the reality of living as a transgender or intersex
person in Africa, and show the day-to-day obstacles and hurdles that people from this community
face the world over. I always wanted to present this in a way that is not sensationalist, but rather was
soft and touching; the sort of film you would want to give a hug to… that is SIDNEY & FRIENDS.

FILM SUBJECTS
SIDNEY
After surviving his family’s attempt at taking his life, being repeatedly stripped naked in public and
subjected to severe beatings, Sidney refuses to give up on life. Gentle and quiet, Sidney always has
hope that things may change for the better, especially now that he has a new purpose in life.

BEN
Ben is Sidney’s best friend. They share a plot together in Nairobi’s second largest slum. Ben identifies as
transgender and ran away from his family in the country, after they refused to let Ben leave the house,
citing shame on the family. Ben is strong and caring and has Sidney’s back at all times.

GUILLIT
Guillit describes himself as a transboi. He is a gender minority activist and a father figure to the
group of friends. He founded Jinsiangu, an NGO which aims to create safe spaces for the existence
of Intersex, Transgender and Gender Non-Conforming (ITGNC) Kenyans.

LEONE
Leone is leading the next generation of transgender activists. He has some stories to tell but does so
with a dry sense of humour, deflecting from the pain he has endured. He was subjected to an exorcism
by a Catholic priest.
LEXY
Lexy is a prevalent trans activist in Kenya. She is full-spirited and at the centre of the cause for gender
minority recognition and equality.
MARIA
Maria is glamourous, sassy and says it how it is. A survivor of sexual abuse by a Catholic priest, she has
the goal of being a model and is determined to achieve it.

THE ORIGINAL SCORE
The film’s composer, Paul Terry, collaborated with South Africa-based music artists Silas Miami and
Lana Crowster to create SIDNEY & FRIENDS’ unique score. Alongside Terry performing a combination
of mbira (an African musical instrument), piano, string orchestrations, and textured samples, vocalists
Miami and Crowster sang phrases related to the film’s themes. These phrases were translated into
Swahili and Kalenjin, two of the languages heard in the film. The vocals glide among the string
sections, including cello solos performed by Tom Wraith. MPSE Award-winning Music Editor Tony
Lewis (SKYFALL, THE MARTIAN, THE CONSTANT GARDNER) completed the music team. The original
soundtrack is available now to stream and download from all music platforms.

THE TEAM BEHIND THE FILM
TRISTAN AITCHISON – Director, Producer and Editor
Tristan Aitchison is a filmmaker and photographer from the Northern Highlands of Scotland. He has an
interest in documenting social issues. His award-winning short film about elder abuse, CARE, won Best
Artistic Direction at La Guarimba International Film Festival and screened at twenty other international
film festivals. He helped establish and run the BFI Film Academy Highlands and Islands, nurturing the
next generation of creative talent.

SIDNEY & FRIENDS is the first feature film, and also documentary, from Tristan. He graduated in Social
Work from University of Bristol and then spent much of his twenties in South Korea teaching, before
returning to Scotland to study screenwriting with Screen Academy Scotland. He is a self taught filmmaker, picking up a camera for the first time in 2013 to make his critically-acclaimed short film CARE.
PAUL TERRY – Composer and Executive Producer
Paul Terry is a composer, producer and author. His scores include: EMILY (starring Oscar-nominee Felicity
Jones and Emmy-winner Christopher Eccleston); SYFY’s Image Comics documentary SO MUCH DAMAGE,
award-winning U.S. magician Stuart MacDonald’s live act THE UNINTENTIONAL MAGICIAN; and
15-time award-winning THE FURRED MAN, which he also produced. Paul and Tristan have been
collaborators since Paul created the original score and sound design for CARE.
AMANDA MILLEN – Executive Producer
Amanda Millen is Director of ScreenHI, which develops screen and broadcast industries in the Highlands
and Islands. She is the former Director of XpoNorth, Scotland’s leading creative industries festival. She
was Production Executive for Drama at BBC Scotland working on MONARCH OF THE GLEN, WATERLOO
ROAD and RIVER CITY. Amanda has been working with Tristan as a mentor and collaborator since 2010.
SILAS MIAMI – Contributing Vocalist
Silas Miami is a Kenyan-born singer/songwriter, photographer and filmmaker, now residing in Cape
Town, South Africa. He writes his music in both English and Swahili which makes it relatable on many
levels. His most recent release, “Years Ago” off his new EP, Withdrawal Symptoms, has received
amazing airplay on Kenyan radio stations and has been welcomed by South African media.
LANA CROWSTER – Contributing Vocalist
Lana Crowster is a singer, composer and arranger based in Cape Town, South Africa. With a Bachelor’s
Degree in Music and a Post Graduate Diploma in Jazz Performance, as well as over 14 years of
experience performing around South Africa, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi, Lana is emerging
as one of Cape Towns most sought after performers. She regularly shares the stage with Arno
Carstens, Toya Delazy, Goodluck and Craig de Sousa.
PAUL DUNKLEY/LÉON STUDIO – Opening Sequence and Titles
Paul Dunkley started LÉON studio 17+ years ago out of a love of working with design, moving images,
and motion graphics. Clients include: BAFTA, ITN, MTV, Channel 4, E4, Discovery Channel, Food
Network, ESPN, Selfridges, and Symantec, and Tristan Aitchison for his short film, CARE.

REACTIONS TO THE FILM
“Fascinating and deeply moving.”
– BFI Flare
“Very powerful. Unlike anything ever seen from the African continent.”
– Bisi Alimi, LGBT Advocate
“A heartening reminder that no amount of darkness in the world
can overshadow the human spirit.”
– Gay Essential
“Truly special... a definite must watch.”
– Toni & Guy Magazine
“One of the most impacting and breathtaking reflections of intersex and trans life.
Sidney and his friends’ courage, bravery and pain will move mountains.”
– Intersex UK
“Beautifully assembled… draws the audience in and challenges our perceptions.”
– Rich Cline, Shadows on the Wall
“Truly, a beautiful, difficult and important work of film art…
The indomitable spirit of humanity shines through.”
– CGiii
“Everyone is on their own journey and no society has the right to deny someone’s destiny.
We are all looking for one thing, happiness, and this film is part of that journey.”
– Willis Austin Chimano, Musician, Sauti Sol
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